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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

As of 5:15 AM CDT 

Corn: 1 to 3 lower 

Wheat: 1 to 3 lower 

Soybeans: 2 to 4 higher 

Soy Meal 1.0 to 1.5 higher 

Soy Oil: 10 to 15 higher  

 

Weather:    

There is a cutoff trough in the Eastern Pacific, a ridge in the Rockies, a trough through much of Canada, and a 
few tropical systems in the Atlantic. The ridge is becoming suppressed by the Canadian trough. The trough is 
unlikely to move deep into the U.S., but will scrape through the Great Lakes and Northeast late this week and 
weekend. The cutoff trough will move through the western half of the country this weekend with a flatter pattern 
for early next week. A ridge may start to build in the Rockies late next week. Hurricane Sally is currently making 
landfall in Alabama. The U.S. and European models are similar for most of the period, so I will use a blend of the 
models. For the outlook period, temperatures on Monday will be near to above normal in the West and Central 
and below normal in the East. Temperatures should gradually rise through the period. A system moving across 
the north may produce some shower activity in the Upper Midwest and another may do the same in the middle 
of next week, but very little precipitation is expected in the extended period. -DTN 

NORTHERN PLAINS (SPRING WHEAT/CORN): Dryness over the next few days will benefit remaining spring 
wheat as well as early corn harvests. -DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (CORN/COTTON): Drier weather is expected for much of the next week, 
though showers will pop up in the southeast due to an increase of moisture from Hurricane Sally. Shower activity 
will continue to benefit winter wheat planting, though overall soil moisture is adequate to surplus for much of the 
winter wheat areas. -DTN 

MIDWEST (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): The region will be mostly dry through the weekend, benefiting harvest 
activities. Drought relief occurred last week but dryness over the next week could reduce soil moisture for winter 
wheat planting. -DTN 

DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON): Hurricane Sally will remain east of the region. Dryness is expected over the 
next week, benefiting maturing crops and harvest activity. -DTN 

SOUTHEAST (COTTON): Heavy rain continues as Hurricane Sally moves through the region through Friday. 
This may cause significant damage to mature cotton due to heavy rainfall and flooding and also some wind 
damage in Alabama. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/COTTON/WHEAT): Scattered showers continue to fall over southern areas through Friday, 
benefiting corn planting and reproductive to filling wheat. Some showers are expected over central Brazil next 
week but may not be particularly substantial for soybean planting just yet. -DTN 

ARGENTINA (WINTER WHEAT): Scattered showers continue to fall over the north, boosting soil moisture for 
developing wheat. But drought still remains across much of the central and southern portions of the country. A 
couple of disturbances will move through the country this week, but showers will be limited again to northern 
areas. -DTN 

The Stories of the Day: 

The Stories of the Day will return Monday 
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EUROPE (SPRING GRAINS/CORN/WINTER WHEAT): Little to no precipitation occurred over the last several 
days. Only some localized areas of rainfall are expected this week, though a slow-moving storm may produce 
more widespread showers over the weekend in the west. Overall, conditions are beneficial for harvest of 
summer crops and winter grain planting. -DTN 

UKRAINE/WEST RUSSIA (SPRING GRAINS/CORN/SUNFLOWERS/WINTER WHEAT): Little to no 
precipitation fell over the weekend and only scattered lighter showers are expected late this week. This will favor 
harvest activities. Soil moisture continues to be well below normal, delaying winter wheat planting. -DTN 

CANADIAN PRAIRIES (SPRING WHEAT): Mostly dry conditions are expected for the majority of the next week, 
benefiting harvest. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED): Queensland is falling short on rainfall to start the spring and could 
use more. Very little rainfall activity is expected over the next couple of days, though there may be a more 
promising shot this coming weekend and another early next week for developing to reproductive wheat and 
rapeseed. -DTN 

CHINA (CORN/SOYBEANS/WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED): Three typhoons moved through northeast China 
recently, causing widespread flooding and wind damage to filling corn and soybeans in the region. Periods of 
showers are expected for most areas into the weekend, with some heavy rain potential in the Yangtze River 
Valley. Overall favorable conditions are found in the south for rice and sugarcane and in the North China Plain 
for winter wheat and rapeseed planting. -DTN 

INDIA (SUGARCANE/RICE/COTTON/SOYBEANS): Monsoon moisture will continue to withdraw from northwest 
to southeast over the next 4 weeks. Still, the showers can be counted on for late-season fill. The outbreak of 
locusts has started to become contained as swarms migrate westward and control measures are reported to be 
working. Extensive damage has still been reported for all crops in the region, however. -DTN 

Headlines:   

• Malaysian November Palm Oil up 48 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange Jan corn down 3 vs. the Yuan, Jan beans down 2, Jan meal down 44, Jan 
bean oil unchanged 

• Asian Equity markets were mixed Nikkei closed up .1%, China’s Shanghai down .4%  

• European Equity markets start mixed, German Dax slightly down .1%, London FTSE 100 up .1% 

• MATIF markets are mixed Nov Corn up .25 to the Euro, Nov Rapeseed up .50, Dec Wheat down .25      

• Save the Date…Sept 16th…FOMC meeting results…rates expected unchanged, some wording changes 
expected on FED buying of bond programs   

• Save the Date…Sept 30th…US 2Q GDP 

• Save the Date…Sept 30th…USDA Quarterly Grain Stocks  

• ASF, more dead wild boars being found in Germany https://www.reuters.com/article/germany-
swinefever-wildboar/more-dead-wild-boar-found-in-german-state-hit-by-african-swine-fever-rbb-
idUSL8N2GC3XN  

• Hurricane Sally slows down overnight weakens slightly…with restrictions Port of New Orleans reopens  

• EIA weekly energy stocks numbers today at 9:30 AM CDT expected WoW crude oil stocks up 1.30 
million barrels, gasoline stocks down 200,000 barrels  

• GASC in looking for wheat 

https://www.reuters.com/article/germany-swinefever-wildboar/more-dead-wild-boar-found-in-german-state-hit-by-african-swine-fever-rbb-idUSL8N2GC3XN
https://www.reuters.com/article/germany-swinefever-wildboar/more-dead-wild-boar-found-in-german-state-hit-by-african-swine-fever-rbb-idUSL8N2GC3XN
https://www.reuters.com/article/germany-swinefever-wildboar/more-dead-wild-boar-found-in-german-state-hit-by-african-swine-fever-rbb-idUSL8N2GC3XN
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• Chinese Yuan at 12 month highs  

Commentary:   

The harvest is upon us, this is how we started yesterday’s comments. We went on to suggest that if we indeed 
are entering a demand driven market the supply side bear might be frustrated about the impact or lack of impact 
the harvest might have this year. If the world is shifting its ideas and wants to make the US less of the 
warehouse person of the world and keep a bigger balance of key reserves on hand than the expected harvest 
pressure this season will not have that big of an impact. Today the supply side bear for this week should be able 
to put this theory to the test. The markets at best for the balance of the AM should be spongy. Once we fully 
gather for the N. American session, we should hear of additional farmer selling ideas building over the market. If 
we get through the 8:00 AM CDT without another round of overnight sales the market should encounter modest 
spec profit taking. With decent harvest weather ahead and on the back of decent yield numbers the realization 
that a 925 million bushel wheat carryout is a big number should take hold, much the same for corn at 2.503 
bullion bushels and beans at 460 million bushels. The theory of the world redefining what are adequate key 
reserves still must face the fact that at present US carryout numbers are still closer to burdensome than 
adequate.  

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 
loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your 
investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT 
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

 

 

 


